PMINISTRY OF TRANSPORT
VIETNAM MARITIME UNIVERSITY
No. 72,./QD-DHHHVN-CTSV

SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
Independence — Freedom — Happiness
,,.p
Hai Phong, Date: 0 ¶ 3 , 2020

PRESIDENT OF VIETNAM MARITIME UNIVERSITY
Based on Circular No. 30/2018/TT-BGDDT dated December 24th, 2018 of the
Ministry of Education and Training to promulgate the regulation on management of
foreigners studying in Vietnam;
Based on Decision No. 2136/QD-DHHHVN dated October 10th, 2016 of the
President of Vietnam Maritime University which prescribed the organization and
function of the Vietnam Maritime University;
Based on the management of foreigners studying in Vietnam Maritime
University;
According to the request of Manager of Student Affairs Department,
DECIDES:
Article 1: To promulgate together with this Decision the Regulation on
management of foreign students at Vietnam Maritime University.
Article 2: This Regulation will go into force from academic year 2019-2020 and
replaces to all before contrary official documents.
Article 3: Managers of related Departments and personal are responsible for
legally implementing this decisio
Receivers:
- Vice President;
- According to Article 3;
- Preserving in Departments of
Administration and Student Affairs.

As c. Pro

. Ph m X an Dirong

QUY CHE QUAN LY LITU HOC SINH
TAI TRUtiNG DAI HOC HANG HAI 'VIET NAM
REGULATION ON MANAGEMENT OF FOREIGN STUDENTS AT VIETNAM
MARITIME UNIVERSITY
(Ban hanh kern theo QuA clinh so 72_ /QD-DHHHVN-CTSV ngay Of-Mang 3 neim
2020 clia Hieu tru.Ong Trtreeng Dal hQc Hang hai Viet Nam)
(Promulgated in accondance with Decision No. 7L /QD-DHHHVN-CTSV of the
President of Vietnam Maritime University dated Of-t19 3 2020)
Chilling I
QUY DINH CHUNG
Chapter I: GENERAL PROVISIONS
Di.tu 1. Phalli vi ditu chinh
Article I. Scope of Application
Quy the nay quy dinh cong tac quan lYT ngueti nuck ngoai hoc tap tai Throng
Dai hoc Hang hai Viet Nam, bao
di'eu kien, trinh to tip nhn, ciao tao, quan ly va
phuc vu luu hoc sinh; quy'en lqi va trach nhiem cua luu hoc sinh.
This Regulation prescribe the management of foreign students at Vietnam
Maritime University, including: enrolment requirements, admission procedure;
education and management of foreign students; benefits and responsibilities of foreign
students.
Ditu 2. BEd tircrng Ai) dung
Article 2. Applicable Entities
Quy ch6 nay quy dinh cong tac quan ly7 ngu?yi nuerc ngoai hoc tap tai Tnrong
Dai hoc Hang hai Viet Nam bao gom sinh vien dai hoc; hoc vien chucmg trinh ciao tao
thac Si; nghien ciru sinh; hoc vien chuang trinh b6i du'ang nang cao trinh di); thuc tap
sinh (sau day goi chung la luu hoc sinh).
This Regulation prescribe the management of foreigners studying at Vietnam
Maritime University, including university students; master and doctorate students;
learners of intensive training courses; and trainees (hereinafter referred to as foreign
students).
Dieu 3. Giai thich tn. ngit
Article 3. Interpretation of terms
Trong Van ban nay cac tix ngir clued day duot hieu nhu sau:
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In this document, the terms below are construed as follows:
1. Luu h9c sinh Hiep dinh: la hru hoc sinh nguoi nuerc ngoai duov tip nhan
hoc tap tai Tnremg Dai hoc Hang hai Viet Nam theo cac Hiep dinh, Thoa thuan glib
nu& COng Ilea xd hOi chic nglila Viet Nam vai cac nuac, vimg lanh th6, cac to chirc
qu6c to va dugc Chinh phil Viet Nam cap hoc b6ng;
Government scholarship holders mean foreign students who are admitted to
study at Vietnam Maritime University under the Vietnamese Government scholarships
within the framework of agreements between the Socialist Republic of Vietnam and
other countries, territories or international organizations;
2. Luu hoc sinh ngoai Hiep dinh: la hru hoc sinh ngtred nuac ngodi dtrov cac to
chirc, ca nhan tai troy hoc bling hoc tap tai Truarng Dai hoc Hang hai Viet Nam; duvc
Tnrimg Dai hoc Hang hai Viet Nam cap hoc b6ng; cluvc tip nhan hoc tap tai Tnamg
Dai hoc Hang hai Viet Nam theo thoa thuan, hop dong dao tao gift Trtrong vai cac t6
chirc, ca nhan ngtroi nuac ngoai, nguoi Viet Nam dinh cu a nuOc ngoai va kinh phi
hoc tap, dao tao khong sir dung cac ngu6n hoc bong nhu cac d6i tugng cid' neu tai
khoan 1 DiL nay;
Other scholarship holders mean foreign students of scholarships to study at
Vietnam Maritime University granted by organizations or individuals; Foreign
students get scholarship granted by Vietnam Maritime University; Foreign students
who are admitted to study at Vietnam Maritime University under agreements or
training contracts between the University and foreign organizations or individuals or
overseas Vietnamese people and whose study and training expenses are not covered by
scholarships as definied in Item 1 of this Article;
Dieu 4. Neon ngcr sir dung trong giang day va hoc tap
Article 4. Language used in teaching and learning
Luu hoc sinh có the hoc tap va nghien dm, thgc tap bang ngon ngit cu the theo
timg nganh hoc, d6i Wong hoc ma Truemg Dai hoc Hang hai Viet Nam ducYc pile') sir
dung trong dao tao (tie'ng Viet hoac ti6ng Anh).
Foreign students may study and research or undertake training in specific
languages that Vietnam Maritime University is permitted to use in their education
programmes (Vietnamese or English).
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Chuang II
DIEU KIEN, TRINH TIEP NHAN LU'U HOC SINH
Chapter II
ENROLMENT REQIDREMENTS AND PROCEDURES FOR ADMISSION
OF FOREIGN STUDENTS
Di'u 5. Ditu kien ve hoc yin, chuyen mon
Article 5. Academic and professional requirements
1. Luu hoc sinh vao hoc chucmg trinh dai hoc, thac si, tin si phai có van bang
toi thiL tuang ducmg van bapg cua Vi4 Nam quy dinh tai Luat Gido due dai hoc d6i
timg cap hoc va trinh dO dao tao va phai dat yeu cau ve trinh dO ngon ngir se sir
dung a dao tao theo quy dinh
tirng trinh dO dao tao va chucmg trinh dao tao.
Foreign students who wish to apply for programs at niversity, master or
doctorate levels must hold graduation diplomas equivalent to the Vietnamese
graduation diplomas requirments prescribed in the Education Law for each
educational grade and training level.
2. Ltru hoc sinh vao hoc case khoa b6i duang nang cao trinh dO chuyen mon,
nghi'e'p vu phai dap irng cac dieu kien va tieu chan da duov thoa thuan giira V* Nam
phia giri dao tao hoac theo hop d6ng dao tao da 147 kat.
Foreign students who wish to undertake professional or intensive training
courses must meet all requirements and criteria that are agreed by Vietnam side and
the dispatching parties or subject to the training contracts signed.
3. Luu hoc sinh vao thuc tap chuyen nganh phai dap Ung cac diL kien -s/' hoc
van va chuyen mon theo yeu cau ctla Nha tru6ng.
Foreign students who wish to undertake specialized practical programs must
satis.n, all academic and professional requirements set by Vietnam Maritime
University.
Ditu 6. Dieu kien ve sirc khoe va tuiii
Article 6. Health and age requirements
1. Luu hoc sinh phai có du sirc khoe d'e' hoc tap tai Vi4 Nam. Sau khi den Vi4
Nam, luu hoc sinh phai ki6m tra lai sirc khoe tai ca soy y t6 do Nha truarng chi dinh.
Nati khong dat yeu cau v'e sue khoe hoc tap thi luu hoc sinh phai ve ntrac.

a

Foreign students must be in good health conditions for studying in Vietnam.
Upon arrival in Vietnam, foreign students shall have health check-ups at hospitals
designated by Vietnam Maritime University. If a foreign student fails to meet the
health requirements for studying, he/she must return to his/her home country.
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2. Diki kien ve tutli do'i \Ted luu h9c sinh Hip dinh thtrc hien theo cac Hiep
dinh, Thoa thuan dm Viet Nam 14T ke't
cac mac, viing Faith th6 va to chdc qu6c t6.
Khong han the tuoi d6i vii luu hoc sinh ngoai Hip dinh.
The age requirements for Government scholarship holders are subject to the
agreements between Vietnam and other countries, territories or international
organizations. There is no age limitation of other scholarship holders.
Ditu 7. Ditu kien vt ho so'.
Article 7. Requirements of application documents
Luu he sinh n6p 01 1)6 116 so' bang tie'ng Viet hoac tie'ng Anh gom cac giAy toy
sau:
Applicants shall submit one (01) set of documents in Vietnamese or English
language, including:
1. Phi6u dang14, (Phu* I).
Application form (Appendix I).
2. Ban sao, ban dich tie'ng Viet hoac tie'ng Anh, c6 xac nhan hoac chdrig thuc
timg cap hoc, trinh d6 dao tao
van bang, ke't qua hoc tap (hoc ba) theo quy dinh
dm Ca quan co thAm qu34n cua nu& giri dao tao.
Noterized copies and translations of diplomas and academic transcripts of the
dispatching country subject to the regulations for each education grade or training
level.
3. GiAy kham sirc kh6e do ca sOy y t6 co thArn quy&I cua nuerc gi'ri dao tao hoac
co. so. y to cap tinh, thanh pho hoac Trung dung cua Viet Nam chdng nhan du sirc khoe
hoc tap duvc cap khong qua 06 thang tinh den ngay n6ph6 sa.

a

Health examination certificate granted by a competent health organization of
the dispatching country or by a Vietnamese provincial hospital. The health
examination should be within six months before the application date.
4. Ban sao hop 1e chimg chi trinh d6 tieng Vite do ca soygido duc CO tham
quy'en cap hoac chimg chi qu6c to v'e ti6ng Anh se sir dung de hoc tap tai Viet Nam
(cap khong qua 24 thang tinh Ten ngay n6p 116 sa)
A valid copy of Vietnamese language proficiency certificate granted by a
competent educational institution or an English international language proficiency
certificate using for studying in Vietnam (issuing less than 24 months before date of
application)
5. Ban sao gidy tar minh chirng v6' tai chinh dam bao cho hoc tap, nghien ciru va
sinh hoat tai Viet Nam (ne'u can).
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Copies of financial guarantee evidence for studying, researching and living in
Vietnam (if any).
6. f34 cuong nghien cdu (doi vori nghien ciru sinh) hoc ke hoach thuc tap (doi
\Teri thuc tap sinh).
A research outline (for doctorate candidates) or a practical training plan (for
practice trainees).
7. Thu gioi thieu dm 02 nha khoa hoc ding linh \rue chuyen mon c6 trinh d6
tin si tra len d6i voi nghien cfru sinh va hoc vien cao hoc.
Reference letters by two Ph.D holders in the same field of research (for
doctorate and master candidates).
8. Ban sao hop le cac tai lieu, chdng chi va nang khi6u, chuyen mon, thanh tich
nghien ciru (n6u co).
Valid copies of documents and certificates on aptitude, technical skills,
research achievements, etc. (if any).
9. Ban sao h6 chi6u c6 tiled han sir dung trong thoi gian hoc tap tai Viet Nam.
A copy of the passport valid for the whole study duration in Vietnam.
10. Gidy chimg nhan khong co tin an, tin su.
Criminal records.
11.Anh chan dung 4 x 6 cm (02 anh) chup trong \Tong 06 thang tinh d6n ngay
n6p ht)
4 x 6 pictures (02 pieces) taken within 06 months before the date of application.
Ditu 8. Trinh tkr tier) nh4n
Article 8. Procedures for admission
Thad gian nhap hoc d6i voi luu hoc sinh hoc b6ng Hiep dinh: Theo th6ng bao
cua TnrOng dai hoc Hang hai Viet Nam duot BO Gido duc va Dao tao giao tiep nhan
luu hoc sinh hoc hoc 136ng dm Throng dai hoc Hang hai Viet Nam.
Admission time for Government scholarship holders is upon admission notice of
Vietnam Maritime University as assigned to receive foreign students or grant
scholarships by the Ministry of Education and Training.
Doi vai luu hoc sinh hoc b6ng khac va luu hoc sinh to tile den Viet Nam hoc
tap, nghien ciru va thuc tap a cac trinh d6 khac nhau trong Nha trutmg, viec tip nhan
thuc hien theo thea thuan, hop d6ng dao tao duov ky k'et gitra nha Truemg vori luu hoc
sinh ho;ac to chUc, ca nhan tai tro hoc bling cho luu hoc sinh.
For other scholarship holders and self-funded students who come to Vietnam
for study, research or practical training at different levels in VMU, their admission
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shall comply with the agreements or training contracts between VMU and foreign
students or their scholarship providers.
Chuang III
DAD TAO VA QUAN IS( LUAU HOC SINH
Chapter 3: TRAINING AND MANAGEMENT OF FOREIGN STUDENTS

Dieu 9. Hoc dkr bi
Article 9. Preparatory study

Luu he sinh chua dat trinh d6 chuyen mon, ngon ngfr sir dung trong dao tao thi
can h9c 1)6 sung tai cac co. so. &rye cap pile') dao tao a dat yeu c'au duge vao hoc cac
cap d6 dao tao cila Nha truerng. Nha truamg co th'' lien he voi co. so. dao tao 136 sung
giup luu hoc sinh.
Foreign students who is not qualified for the language proficiency and
specialized capacity to follow their study program in VMU must undertake a
Vietnamese preparatory course. The Vietnam Maritime University may introduce them
a suitable institution for such course.
Thad gian hoc du bi ngon ngit d6i vai luu hoc sinh Hiep dinh thuc hien theo
Hiep dinh, Thoa thuan 14 ket giira Viet Nam vai cac mac, viing lanh th6, cac t6 chirc
qu6c t6; doi vai luu hoc sinh hoc b6ng khac va luu hoc sinh to tuc thuc hien theo Hop
d6ng dao tao dm Nha tnrOng.
The duration of Vietnamese preparatory study for Government scholarship
holders is subject to the agreements between Vietnam and foreign countries, territories
or international organizations; for other scholarship holders and self-funded foreign
students, the duration of Vietnamese preparatory study complies with the training
contracts with VMU.
Sau khi ket thirc khOa hoc du bi, luu hoc sinh phai tham du ki&n tra trinh d6
chuyen mon, ngon ngfr, nL dal yeu cAu se dirge chuy6n vao hoc chucmg trinh chinh
thdc; ne'u khong dat yeu c'au thi phai tip tuc hoc 1D6 sung va du dot kiem tra khac el&
khi dat yeu cAu va dirge cap chirng chi a &lye chuy6n vao hoc chucmg trinh chinh
thirc.
Upon completion of the preparatory study, foreign students shall take a test of
language proficiency or professional qualifications and then start their study
programs if passed or joining further studies or re-siting the test until receiving the
required certificate if failed.
Ditu 10. Hoc thing chuvng trinh chinh fink
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Article 10. Direct admissions

Luu hoc sinh có chimg chi trinh dO chuyen mon va ngon ngfr dat yeu cAu quy
dinh, luu hoc sinh da tot nghiep cac cap hoc o. gido duc ph6 thong, trung cap chuyen
nghiep, cac trinh dO cao ding, dai hoc, thac si va tin si va co du dieu kien ve sue khoe
va tu6i, hoc van, chuyen mon quy dinh tai Di&I 5, Dieu 6 cilia Quy the nay dugc xet
vao hoc thing chuang trinh chinh thirc.
Foreign students who hold certificates of language proficiency and professional
qualifications as required or graduate at general education schools, vocational
schools, colleges, universities at undergraduate and graduate levels and satisfy all
requirements on health, age, academic and professional qualifications as prescribed
in Articles 5 and 6 of these Regulations may be accepted to direct entry in their study
programs.
Dieu 11. Cac mon hoc khOng bAt buOc dOi voi km hoc sinh
Article 11. Optional subjects for foreign students
1. Lull hoc sinh hoc chuang trinh dai hoc, thac si va tin si dugc mien ap dung

chuAn ngoai ngit dAu ra quy dinh d6i vii sinh vien Viet Nam hoc cac chuang trinh dao
tao tuang irng giang day bang thing Viet.
Foreign students undertaking professional university, master or doctorate
programs are exempted from achieving the foreign language outcome standards
requirement applicable to Vietnamese students.
2. Luu hoc sinh hoc chucmg trinh dai hoc duge mien hoc mon Gido due quo'e
phong - an ninh. Mon gido clue th6' chL, chinh tri duge lua chon hoc mon hoc thay the
bao
Ca so. van Ma Viet Nam, Ting Viet 1, Tie'ng Viet 2 hoc cac mon to chon
khac do Hieu trung Nha truing quye't dinh can dr vao dieu kien thuc t6 cua Nha
truing.
Foreign students undertaking professional university programs are exempted
from studying subject of defense-security. Physical education and politics can be
replaced by subjects including: Vietnamese cultural establishments, Vietnamese 1,
Vietnamese 2 or other optional subjects as decided by Rector of Vietnam Maritime
University upon available resources.
Dieu 12. Thai gian dao tao va nhitng thay doi trong qua trinh dao tao
Article 12. Training duration and changes during training process
1. Thai gian hoc Op de 1Ay van bang, chirng chi, chi:mg nha:n

Studying duration to obtain degrees, diplomas, certificate.
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a) Thai gian hoc tap theo cac cap hoc va trinh d6 dao tao dtrov thuc hien theo
quy dinh cda Luat Giao duc, Luat Giao duc dai hoc, cac van ban quy pham phap luat
htrang dan hien hanh lien quan va theo qui dinh cda Nha twang.
The studying duration for all educational grades and training levels shall
comply with the Education law, the Higher Education Law, University's regulations
and relevant current legal documents.
b) Thai gian b'oi du6.ng nang cao trinh d6 chuyen mon, nghiep vu, thai gian
thuc tap d6i vai thuc tap sinh thuc hien theo thea thuan gifra Viet Nam hoc Nha
trutmg vOi phia gdi dao tao.
The duration of intensive training courses for technical skill improvement and
duration of practical training shall comply with the agreements between Vietnam and
the dispatching parties.
2. Rut ngan, keo dai th6i gian hoc tap
Shortening or extending of studying duration
a) Ltru hoc sinh dtrov rat nian thai gian dao tao theo quy the dao tao hien hanh
dm Nha twang.
Foreign students may shorten their training duration in comliance with current
regulations.
b) Luu hoc sinh Hiep dinh khong dugs toy keo dai thai han hoc tap, nghien
cfru; twang hop can keo dai thoi han de hoar' thanh chtrang trinh dao tao, bao gom ca
thai gian hoc du bi thi phai bao cao xin kin
y dan vi phia giri dao tao, Hieu tnrang
Nha tnrang va dtrov su chdp thuan dm phia giri dao tao.
Government scholarship holders may not extend their duration of study or
research at their own discretion. If it is necessary to extend the duration to complete
their training programs, including the preparatory study, they have to submit to their
organization and President of Vietnam Maritime University for approval.
c) Do'i vai ltru hoc sinh ngoai Hiep dinh, viec keo dai thai gian hoc tap thuc
hien theo thoa thuan vai Nha truamg.
For other scholarship holders and self-funded students, the extension of their
study duration is subject to the agreement with the Vietnam Maritime University.
3. Tam dimg hoc
Temporary suspension of study.
a) Ltru hoc sinh Hiep dinh duov tam dimg hoc t6i da 01 nam hoc nL co 1)'7 do
chinh clang dtro.c phia giri dao tao, Nha twang dZing y \TA dtrov co. quan chirc nang dm
Viet Nam cho phep bang van ban.
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Government scholarship holders may temporarily suspend their study no longer
than one academic years upon legitimate reasons which must be accepted by their
sending organization and approved by Vietnam Maritime University and permited by
concerned Vietnamese authorizations in writing.
b) Thai gian tam dung hoc do'i \Teri luu hoc sinh ngoai Hiep dinh thuc hien theo
Nha truing.
thoa thu6n
For other scholarship holders and self - funded students, the duration of
temporary suspension of study is subject to the agreement with Vietnam Maritime
University.
4. Chuyen nganh hoc, chuy6'n Truing.
Change on study major or educational institutions.
a) Luu hoc sinh Hip dinh chi &roc chuye'n nganh hoc, chuy6n Truing khi phia
gixi dao tao, Nha truing có van ban d6ng y giri BO Gido duc va Dao tao va BO ra guy&
dinh cho phep. Viec chuy& nganh hoc, chuy6n Truing chi thuc hien mot
Government scholarship holders may not change their study majors or
educational institutions at their own discretion. They may change their study majors
or educational institutions as if approved by the Ministry of Education and Training
upon receipt of a written approval by their sending organization and educational
institution. The change of study majors or educational institutions may be allowed
only once.
b) Vic chuy6n nganh hoc, chuy6n Truing cua luu hoc sinh ngoai Hiep dinh
thgc hien theo thoa thuan vii Nha truing.
The change on study majors or educational institutions by other scholarship
holders and self-funded students is subject to the agreement with Vietnam Maritime
University.
Di&I 13. Kinh phi dao tao
Article 13. Training costs
1. Do'i vii luu hoc sinh Hip dinh:
For Government scholarship holders:
a) Tieu chuAn, ch6 dO, suit chi dao tao duov thuc hien theo quy dinh hien hanh
dm BO Tai chinh va Hip dinh, Thoa thuan 147 ke't girra V* Nam vii phia gui dao tao.
Stipends, allowances and training costs are subject to current regulations of the
Ministry of Finance and the agreements between Vietnam and dispatching parties.
b) Ltru hoc sinh phai keo dai thai gian hoc tap de hoan thanh chuang trinh dao
tao vi 13", do chuy6n nganh hoc, thay doi Truing, do ca nhan luu hoc sinh hoc tap
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khong dat yeu cau nen khong dam bao tien dO hoc tap theo quy dinh thi trong thari gian
keo dai khOng dugc huo.ng cac the di) hoc b6"ng clang huang. Toan bO chi phi phat sinh
tir viec lc& dai thei gian hoc tap do phia nu& ngoai giri dao tao va ltru hoc sinh to chi
tra.
Students who have to extend their study duration in order to complete the
training programs as of changing study majors or educational institutions or failure to
meet the required study progress will not be entitled to receive scholarships during
their extension. All costs and expenses arising from such extension shall be born by
the dispatching organization and/or the students themselves.
c) Ltru hoc sinh tam climg hoc thi trong theri gian tam dimg hoc khong dtro.c
huang cac ch6 dO hoc b6ng Bang huong. Sau thoi gian tam dimg hoc nL luu hoc sinh
du diL kien dtro.c ca so. gido duc tip nh'On vao hoc tip thi duck tip tuc huarng cac
ch6 dO hoc b6ng. T6ng thari gian hoc tap cluvc cdp hoc b6ng thuc hien theo quy dinh
tai Di'eu 12 cua Quy the nay.
Students who temporarily suspend their study will not be entitled to receive
scholarships during their temporary suspension. After the temporary suspension, they
may continue receiving their scholarships if they meet the requirements to continue
their study and are re-admitted by the educational institutions. The total study
duration with scholarships is subject to the provisions of Article 12 herein.
2. D'Cii vai ltru hoc sinh hoc ngoai Hiep dinh:
For other scholarship holders:
Kinh phi dao tao d6i vai ltru hoc sinh ngoai Hiep dinh thuc hien theo them
thuan, hop ding dao tao 14 ket gift to chirc, ca nhan tai trq hoc bling vii Nha twang.
Luu hoc sinh chiu moi chi phi phat sinh khac trong qua trinh hoc tap tai Viet Nam.
Training costs for other scholarship holders are subject to the agreements or
training contracts signed between the scholarship sponsors or the students themselves
and Vietnam Maritime University. The students themselves are responsible for other
expenses arising during their study in Vietnam.
Dieu 14. He thong co. so. du lieu dien dr quan 157 hru hoc sinh
Article 14. Online Management System for foreign students
1. Ltru hoc sinh hiep dinh phai thuc hien clang lcST, cap nhat dAy dii, chinh xac
thong tin vao he th6ng ca so. de lieu dien to quan 1ST ltru hoc sinh theo quy dinh dm BO
Giao duc \Ta dao tao (tai dia chi http://lhsnn.vied.vn), dm Nha truing ch4m nha't 30
ngay sau khi an Viet Nam nhap hoc va cap nhat thong tin hang nam hoc khi co su
thay d'iii.
Foreign students must register and update full and accurate information at the
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on — line management system for foreign students at http://lhsnn.vied.vn within 30
days after their enrolment to study in Vietnam, and their information must be updated
annually or when there is any change.
2. Luu hoc sinh din hoc bong khac hoac to Mc cung cap h6 so., thong tin luu
tit theo quy dinh dm Nha throng.
Other scholarship holders and self-funded students must provide documents
and requested information in accordance with current regulations of Vietnam
Maritime University.
Dieu 15. Cht di) bao cao
Article 15. Reporting requirements
Nha trueng giri bao cao .NT' cong tic tip nhan, dao tao luu hoc sinh va kEt qua
hoc tap dm luu hoc sinh v'e BO Giao duc va Dao tao (Cuc Dao tao voi mro.c ngoai)
tnrac ngay 31 thing 12 hang narn (qua &rang bull din va file du li.'u vao muc bao cao
tren he th6ng co. so. du WO din tir guar' VT lint hoc sinh tai dia chi
http://lhsnn.vied.vn). Nha truOng don doc luu hoc sinh thgc h*1. ding 14, cap nhat
thong tin vao h" thong co. so. du lieu din tir' quail V/ luu hoc sinh quy dinh tai Dieu 14
dm Quy ch6' nay.
Foreign students shall be responsible for providing their information to the
Vietnam Maritime University in order to report on their admission to the Ministry of
Education and Training before December 31th every year (hard copies by post and
soft data to the http://lhsnn.vied.vn); Vietnam Maritime University shall speed up
foreign students to register and update information in the online management system
for foreign students specified in Article 14 herein.
Chuang IV
QUYEN 141 VA TRACH NHIEM CUA MX HOC SINH
Chapter IV
BENEFITS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF FOREIGN STUDENTS
Ditu 16. Quy&n loci ctia itru hoc sinh
Article 16. Benefits of foreign students
1. Duo.c gi xir binh ding nhu doi yen cong clan V* Nam va cac sinh vien khac
trong Nha twang.
To be treated equally with Vietnamese citizens and other students of the
University.
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2. Dirge cung cap day du thong tin phuc vu hoc tap phii hop vai diL kien cua
Nha truang.
To be sufficiently provided with studying information upon existing condition of
Vietnam Maritime University.
3. Dirge sir dung trang thie't bi, phuang tien phuc vu cac hoat dOng hoc tap, van
h6a, th6 due, th6 thao cua Nha true/rig (theo quy dinh).
To be able to access to equipment and facilities for their study, cultural, sport
and physical training activities at Vietnam Maritime University (under the current
regulations).
4. Dirge tham gia cac hog dOng van Ma, van nghe, th6 duc, th6 thao cua hoc
sinh, sinh vien do Nha tnrang to chik.
To be able to participate in cultural, artistic, sports and physical training
activities and performance organized by Vietnam Maritime University.
5. Dirge tham gia cac hoat dOng nghien cfru khoa hoc do Nha truong to chirc
nhu d6i
cac sinh vier' Viet Nam khac.
To be able to participate in scientific research activities organized by Vietnam
Maritime University in the same manner as for Vietnamese students.
6. Dirge thi, kiem tra, bao ve khoa 1u4n, (16 an, 1u4n an tot nghiep, nhan chimg
chi, bang tot nghiep.
To be able to take exams, tests, defend graduation thesises, and receive
graduation certificates or diplomas.
7. Dirge ve nu& nghi he, nghi 16, dirge mad than nhan den than.' theo quy dinh
dm Viet Nam; dirge nghi phep, nghi 6m hoc nghi de chira benh khi co sir di5ng y cua
Nha tnrong.
To be able to return to their home countries for summer vacations and
holidays; to invite their relatives to visit Vietnam under Vietnamese regulations; to
take annual leave or sick leave or leave for medical treatment upon approvals by
Vietnam Maritime University.
8. Luu hoc sinh dirge cap hoc bong Hiep dinh va cac the dO khac theo Hiep
dinh, thoa thuan da 147 k6t gift Viet Nam vai phia giri dao tao va quy dinh hien hanh
cila Viet Nam. Ltru hoc sinh ngoai hiep dinh dirge hueyng a-16 do hoc b6ng thuc hien
theo thoa thuan, hop dong dao tao k)'7 ket giira to chirc, ca nhan tai try hoc bong vai
Nha truomg.
Government scholarship holders will receive scholarships and other benefits
subject to the agreements between Vietnam and their dispatching countries as well as
current regulations of Vietnam. Benefits of other scholarship holders will be subject to
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the agreements, training contracts signed by Vietnam Maritime University and
schlarship sponsor.
9. Tap th6‘ ltru hoc sinh cang mot mrac, cang hoc tai Tnrong dirge cu dai dien
quan 17 moi mat doi voi km hoc sinh dm nuac minh, lam du m6i lien he vai Nha
trtrang giai quyet nhfing viec co lien quan an tap th6 hru hoc sinh ntrac minh.

a

a

Foreign students of the same country, studying at the Vietnam Maritime
University may appoint their representatives to manage all activities of foreign
students and settle issues relating to their country's foreign students.
Dein 17. Trach nhiem ciia lull hoc sinh
Article 17. Responsibilities of foreign students
1. Tuan thil phap luat cua nu& COng Ilea xa hOi chu nghia Viet Nam.
To comply with the current laws of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam.
2. Ton trong phong tvc, tap guar' Viet Nam.
To have to respect the Vietnamese customs and traditions.
3. Thuc hien Quy the quail 1)", nguai ntrac ngoai hoc tap tai Viet Nam, Quy the
dao tao, Deal l' nha trtrang d6i vai tirng cap hoc va trinh dO dao tao do BO Giao dvc
va Dao tao Viet Nam va Throng Dai hoc hang hai Viet Nam ban hanh; Quy the quan
1)", hru hoc sinh do Tnrang Dai hoc Hang hai Viet Nam qui dinh va NOi quy 1()"7 tile xa
Ltru hoc sinh (Phu lvc V).
To comply with the Regulations on management offoreign students in Vietnam,
academic regulations, university rules for each education grade or training level
promulgated by the Ministry of Education and Training of Vietnam and Vietnam
Maritime University; Regulations on management of foreing students prescribed by
Vietnam Maritime University; Domitory regulations (Annex TO.
4. Cap nhat 4, du thong tin, bao cao vao he th6ng co. so. du lieu dien to quan 1)',
hru hoc sinh theo quy dinh tai Dieu 14 dm Quy the nay.
To have to update adequate information and reports at the online management
system offoreign students as prescribed in Article 14 herein.
5. Thuc hien quy dinh v'e ngtreyi lao &ling ntrac ngoai lam viec tai Viet Nam
trong trtrong hop km hoc sinh lam viec hoac lam them tai Viet Nam.
To comply with the regulations on foreigners working in Vietnam (the Decree
No. 34/2008/MD-CP dated March 25th, 2008 of the Government) if the foreign
students work or do part-time jobs in Vietnam.
6. Thuc hien dung quy dinh va mvc Bich nhap canh vao Viet Nam hoc tap.
To comply strictly with the immigration regulations and their immigration
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purposes on studying in Vietnam.
7. Quan he hiru nghi vai cong dan Viet Nam va luu hoc sinh cac nuac khac.
To maintain friendship with Vietnamese citizens as well as with students from
other countries.
8. Gift gin, bao ve tai san dm Nha trutmg phuc vu luu hoc sinh.
To preserve and protect the property of the Vietnam Maritime University.
9. Bao cao vai Phong Cong tac sinh vien, Khoa, Vien chii quan (tnrac it nhAt 01
ngay) khi di xa dai ngay hoac xuAt canh v'e nuac.
Foreign student must obtain permission from Department of Student Affairs and
respective faculty/department at least 01 day prior to long leave or return back home
country.
Chuang V
TIEP NHAN DAO TAO VA QUAN IA.( LUt HOC SINH
Chapter V
FOREIGN STUDENTS ADMISSION AND MANAGEMENT
Dieu 18. Trach nhi'ettn ciia Trtrimg DO hoc Hang hal Vi4 Nam
Article 18. Responsibilities of Vietnam Maritime University (VMU)
a, Nha twang chiu trach nhiem quan 13'7 luu hoc sinh tir khi Nha twang d'a tip
nhan luu hoc sinh hoc tap tai truang; ph& hop vai cac co. quan có thAm quyen d6 giai
guy& cac viec lien quan den luu hoc sinh trong thai gian hoc tap, sinh song tai Viet
Nam.
The Vietnam Maritime University is reponsible for receiving and managing
foreign students studying in the University since their admission; coordinating with
concerned authorities in settling all issues relating to foreign students during their
study and stay in Vietnam.
b, Doi von lull hoc sinh Hiep dinh:
For the Government scholarship holders:
- Dam bao chuang trinh, Ice hoach va not dung, chit lucmg chuyen mon dap
tao luu hoc sinh; 17.6 tri lOp hoc, giang vien huang dan; theo &Si, quan 17 viec hoc tap,
nghien cfru; cap phat van bang tot nghiep hoac chUng chi theo thAm quy&i; kin nghi
BO Gido duc va Dao tao diL chinh quy dinh chung NT'' chuang trinh ciao tao cho luu
hoc sinh trong twang hop can thi6t.
To secure educational curricula, plans, contents and quality; to arrange
classrooms, tutors; to monitor and manage the student's study and research; to grant
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graduation diplomas or certificates subject to VMU's function; to propose the
Ministry of Education and Training for revision of the general provisions on training
curricula for foreign students if necessary.
- Bao cao BO Gido duc va. Dao tao tinh hinh hoc tap va ket qua hoc tap, ren
luyen ciia luu hoc sinh sau m8i nam hoc va Wan khoa hoc.
To report on study progress, study and practice results of foreign students to
the Ministry of Education and Training at the end of each academic year and in the
whole study courses.
c, Doi vai luu hoc ngodi Hiep dint':
For self-funded foreign student:
- Chi nhan dao tao luu hoc ngodi Hiep dinh:d6i vai cac nganh hoc ma Nha
truing duvc phep dao tao.
To admit self-funded foreign students to study in the educational
course/programs which Vietnam Maritime University is permitted to conduct.
- 1“7 k6t hop d6ng dao tao vai luu hoc ngoai Hiep dinh.
To sign educational contracts with self-funded students.
- Lap 116 so., danh sach luu hoc ngodi Hiep dinh:theo cac hop emg dao tao d'd
k)", k6t d'e' bao cao BO Gido duc va Dao tao, ph& hop vai cac ca quan có thAm quy&I
giai quyet cac viec lien quan den tip nhan luu hoc ngodi Hiep dinh.
To compile records and lists of self-funded foreign students under signed
training contracts and report to the Ministry of Education and Training; to coordinate
with concerned authorities in settling issues relating to the admission of self-funded
foreign students.
- Thuc hien trach nhiem gido duc, dao tao theo cac di'L khoan dd Ig7 ke't trong
hop d -1g dao tao.
To fulfill the educational and training responsibility under the provisions of the
signed training contracts.
- Thuc hien viec quan l7 thu, chi kinh phi ciao tao luu hoc sinh theo the d'(5 tai
chinh hien hanh.
To manage tuition fees paid by the foreign students in compliance with current
financial regulations.

- Gfri luu hoc ngoai Hiep dinh: (neu can) den ca so, gido duc có dao tao du bi
ti&ig Viet cho luu hoc sinh theo thoa thuan va hop ding truc tiep vai ca sa nhan dao
tao du bi.
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To send self-funded students (if necessary) to suitable institutions providing
Vietnamese language preparatory study subject to direct agreements and contracts
with such institutions.
- Bao cao Bo Gido duc va Dao tao ket qua tuy6n sinh va ket qua hoc tap, ren
luyen cua km hoc sinh theo quy dinh tai Dieu 15 cua Quy the nay.
To report on results of admission, study and practice of foreign students to the
Ministry of Education and Training as prescribed in Article 15 herein.
Dieu 19: Trach nhifm cu the ctia cac dun vi trong Truirng ve cling tac ti6
nh4n ciao to va quan 157 lulu hoc sinh:
Article 19: Responsibilities of concerned departments of Vietnam Maritime
University on receiving and managing foreign students
a. Phong Cling tic sinh vien:
Department of Student Affairs
- Tip nhan 116 so, thuc hien quy trinh xet duyet ho so va quan ly luu hoc sinh
theo quy dinh cua BO GD&DT, ph& hop \Teri cac Khoa, Vien co luu hoc sinh hoan Cat
thu tuc nhap hoc, luu WO so va thong bao de'n Phong Quan he Quo'c te, cac don vi có
lien quan k& qua xet duyet h6 so ung vien.
To receive application documents, carries out admission process, manager the
Foreign students in compliance with rregulations prescribed by the Ministry of
Education and Training in collaboration with related departments for completing
admission procedures, records and informs to the Internatoal Relations Department
and the concerned institutions/faculties/departments.
- Ho tro. sinh vien clang 14, cap nhat day du, chinh xac thong tin vao he th6ng
co s& du lieu dien to quan 1y luu hoc sinh tai dia chi http://lhsnn.vied.vn cham nhat 30
ngay sou khi den Viet Nam nhap hoc va cap nhat thong tin hAng nam hoac khi có su
thay d6i (clang 14 tam tru cho LHS tren mang theo thoi gian quy dinh).
To support foreign students in providing their information to online
management system of foreign student at website: http://lhsnn.vied.vn within 30 days
after their enrollment to study in Vietnam and update their information annually when
there is any change (online register for foreign students as required).
- Phi hop vai cac Khoa, Vien có luu hoc sinh thvc hien cac thu tuc tie'p nhan
km hoc sinh theo quy dinh
phap luat, t6 chfrc tip nhan luu hoc sinh ve truarng va
tin luu hoc sinh ve nuo.c theo quy dinh, soan thao hop cl6ng ky ke't gifta Nha twang
voi km hoc ngoai Hiep dinh.
To coordinate with related institutions/faculties/departments for carrying out
the admission procedures and farewell when foreign students finish the program, to
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compile contract between Vietnam Maritime University and foreign students or other
organizations, persons who provides scholarship to students.
- Lap 116 so., danh sach luu hoc ngoai Hiep dinh theo cac hop d6ng dao tao da
ky ke't de bao cao Bo Gido duc va Dao tao, phi hop voi cac co. quan c6 thArn quyan
giai guy& cac viec lien quan den t4 nhan luu hoc sinh ngodi Hiep dinh.
To complete profile and list of self-funded foreign students and other
scholarship holders for reporting to Ministry of Education and Training; and to
coordinate with the concerned authorities in settling issues relating to the admission of
self-funded foreign students.
- Lam thii tuc giri luu hoc ngoai Hiep dinh (n6u can) an co. so. gido duc c6 dao
tao du bi ngon ngii, chuyen mon cho luu hoc sinh theo them thuan va hop d6ng tnjc
tip voi co. so. nhan dao tao d6.
To support self-funded student (f required) to study the preparatory courses on
language proficiency and specialized capacity subject to the direct agreement and
contract with such educational institution.
- Theo dOi luu hoc sinh tai Khu not fru cua Nha trueng. H8 trq luu hoc sinh
cac hog dOng c6 lien quan den cong tac sinh vien va theo d'Oi qua trinh hoc tap, luu tru
cua luu hoc sinh va cac thu tuc can thie't trong twang hop luu hoc sinh lam vi'ec hoc
lam them tai Viet Nam.
To manage foreign students living in dormitories; Supporting foreign students
in their activities relating to students affairs, monitoring their study, progress,
duration of temporary residence, and necessary proceduces for getting job or parttime job in Vietnam.
- Tip nhan va 1176 trey giai quye't cac de nghi chuye'n nganh hoc, chuy6n trueng,
rut ngan holac keo dai tiled gian hoc tap holac tam dimg hoc theo quy dinh tai Di'eu 12.
To receive and support to settle requests for changing the study major or
educational institutions or shortening or extending the studying duration or temporary
suspension of study as stipulated on Article 12.
- Tiep nhan va ho troy thvc hien cac thu tuc khai bao tam tit tir cac Khoa, Vien
co luu hoc sinh, lam thil tuc
nghi cAp
, I:4S sung, sira doi thi thuc, gia han tam tra
(Phu luc III) cho luu hoc sinh theo quy dinh cua phap luat.
To receive and support the registration of the temporary residence requested by
the Faculties/Institution which is educating the foreign students, the procedures for
application, supplement and amendment of visas, extension of temporary residence for
foreign students in accordance with Vietnamese laws.
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a

- Chu tri to chirc cac bu6i hop m'a't town th6. luu hoc sinh ph'Ci bin cac quy
dinh, quy ch& not quy dm B6 Giao duc va dao tao, cila Truing; Giao luu van hod,
tham quan du lich, cac ngay tet, ngay 1Z...
To organize gathering with foreign student to disseminate the regulations and
rules promulgated by the Ministry of Education and Training and Vietnam Maritime
University as well; the programmes on cultural exchange, sightseeing tours, the
festival day, holidays, etc.
- Phe)i hop to chirc cac lop hoc phu dao ngoai gi6 (ti'eng Viet va chuyen mon)
cho luu hoc sinh (neu có yeu cau va trong di'L kien có th6).
To coordinate organizing extra classes (Vietnamese language and specialize
subjects) for foreign students (if required and possible).
- Theo dOi, thong ke va nhap xuAt canh, qud trinh hoc tap va cu ft-6 dm km hoc
sinh.
To monitor and make reports on immigration status, studying progress and
temporary resident of the foreign students.
- Phi hop voi cac Khoa,Vien, Ban Bao ve va Ca quan Nha nuac có thAm
quy'en giai quye't su c6 phat sinh d6i vai luu hoc sinh, cu th6:
To coordinate with the faculties/Institute, Department of Sercurity and
concerned authorities for settling araisen issues relating to foreign students, as follow:
+ Tham gia xir VT va khac phuc hau qua d6i vOi cac hanh vi vi pham phdp luat,
tai nan hoac nhang su viec phat sinh lien quan den luu hoc sinh cua cac Khoa, Vien có
luu hoc sinh theo yeu cAu dm ca quan chirc nang;
To join handling and overcoming the consequences of law violations, accidents
or incidents relating to the foreign students as per request of concerned authorities;
+ ThOng bao kip thoi cho ca quan C6ng an NT'' nhang hoat d6ng dm luu hoc
sinh thu6c cac Khoa, Vien co luu hoc sinh lien quan den an ninh chinh tri, tat to an
toan xa h6i.
To duly report to the police agencies about the activities of the foreign students
relating to political security, social and safety.
- Tong hop bao cdo hang thong, nam va khi ke't thiic kh6a tir cac Khoa, Vien
có luu hoc sinh, Phong Dao tao va cac Dan vi co lien quan de Bdo cdo B6 Gido duc va
Dao tao ke't qua tuyL sinh va ke't qua hoc tip, ren luyen cila km hoc sinh theo quy
dinh tai Di'eu 15 cila Quy cha nay.
To collect the monthly reports, year end reports and whole course report in
order to summarize and report to the Ministry of Education and Training as stipulated
in Arcticle 15.
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b. Phong Quan h" Qutic to
The Department of International Relations:
- Trao d61 thong tin truac khi tip nhan luu hoc sinh.
Promote the university's program, in charge of attracting and receiving
foreigner students.
- Thong bao cho phong CTSV NT&' lich trinh Ltru hoc sinh den Viet nam de có
Ice hoach don ti6p.
Inform admission schedule to the Department of student affairs.
- Phi hop voi phong Cong tac sinh vien va cac Khoa, Vien co luu hoc sinh
trong cong tac flap nhan luu hoc sinh ve truemg va tin luu hoc sinh ve nuac theo quy
dinh.
To coordinate with the Department of Student Affairs and related faculties,
institutes in admission of foreign students and farewell when they leave the university
in accordance with current regulations.
- Phoi hop vai phong Cong tac sinh vien trong viec lam dill tuc xin cap, be)
sung, sira dt)i thi thkrc, gia han tam tit cho luu hoc sinh.
To coordinate with the Department of Student Affairs with regards to the
procedures on applications, supplement, amendment of visas and extending temporary
residence of foreign students.
- Nam bat tinh hinh luu hoc sinh tir luc vao hoc cho den khi ra truemg, tap hop
cac thong tin, bao cao tinh hinh luu hoc sinh, tinh trong quan ly luu hoc sinh cho ca
quan hat quan.
To catch up the situation of foreign students since their admission till
graduation, collect all information relating to foreign students and report to
concerned authorities.
c. Phong Dao tao
The Department of Academic Affairs:
- Dam bao chucmg trinh, ke hoach va not dung, chit lucmg chuyen mon dao
tao luu hoc sinh.
To manage the educational curriculars, plant and quality of foreign students.
- 136 tri lop hoc, theo doi, quan ly viec hoc tap, nghien ciru cua luu hoc sinh;
To arrange academic classes, monitor and manage the foreign student's study
and research.
- CAI) phat van bang tot nghiep hoac chimg chi theo thAm quy'en.
To grant the graduation diploma or certificates subject to its authority.
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- Kin nghi BO Giao duc va Dao tao die. u chinh quy dinh chung v&' chtrang
trinh dao tao cho hru hoc sinh trong trtriyng hop can thie't.
To propose to the Ministry of Education and Training for revision of the
general provisions on educational curricula for foreign students if necessary.
- Cung cap thong tin v'e qua trinh hoc tap, ke't qua hoc tap theo timg hoc 14,
timg nam hoc, va ca nam khOa hoc dm hru hoc sinh cho Phong Cong tac sinh vien.
To provide the Department of Students Affairs with foreign students's
information on studying progress, transcript of each semester, each academic year
and whole course.
d. Cac Khoa, Vin c6 lulu hoc sinh
The faculties and institutes of foreign students:
- Nhan ban giao danh sach va cac ltru hoc sinh.
To receive the student list and foreign students.
- Be) tri giang vien phu trach lam nhiem vu quan VT, ho troy, gidp do. hru hoc
sinh v'e hoc tap, ren luyen va sinh hoat trong suo't khOa hoc.
To assign the tutor or home lecturer in charge of managing, supporting and
assisting foreign students in studying, training and living during course.
- 136 tri giang vien huang clan thuc tap, nghien cfru, phu dao cho kru hoc sinh
hoc cac chuyen nganh do dan vi quan 13'7.
To arrange the supervisor for instructing practice, research and the extra-class
on specialized subjects managed by the faculties/institutes.
- Ph& hop vai cac phong ban chirc Wang to chirc cac hog Ong ngoai khoa,
ph6 Nen cac quy dinh, quy 66, not quy dm BO, Throng; giao kru van hod, tham quan
du lich, cac ngdy t6t, ngay 18; giai quyat cac su co phat sinh; to van, huerng clan 1, ' hoc
tap va ren luyen dam bao dung not dung, 1(6 hoach hoc tap da clang 14.

a

To coordinate with related departments in order to organize extracurricular
activities due to dissemirating rules, regulations of Ministry of Education and Training
and Vietnam Maritime University, cultural exchange, sightseeing tour, the New Year's
Day, holidays; settling arisen problems; giving advice on studying and training for
assuring registered studying plan.
- Giri bao ca.° cho phong CTSV '‘I' tinh hinh hoc tap, ren luyen dm lu-u hoc
sinh theo hoc 14, nam hoc (ngay 30 thang 11 hang nam) va ke't thtic khOa hoc (Phu luc
IV).
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To report to the Department of Student Affairs on studying and training progess
of foreign students of each semester, each academic year (on 30th November
annually) and the end of course (Annex IV).
e. Ban Quin 1St ki ttic xi Quail Nam NI Khu C:
The Dormitory Management Unit:
- 136 tri phong tai khu ky tuc xa cho hru hoc sinh phit hop vai tong doi tuong
sinh vien nuac ngoai (sinh vien trao d6i ngan han, sinh vien hoc toan khoa, sinh vien
Hiep
To arrange accommodation for foreign students in accordance with the living
standars of target foreign students (exchange student, ful- time student, government
scholarship holders...).
- Dam bao co. soy vat chat theo quy dinh cua Nha tnrang cho ltru hoc sinh trong
trutmg hop ltru hoc sinh i khu ky tuc xd cua Nha truang.
To arrange adequate facilities for foreign students in accordance with VMU's
regulations in case foreign students stay at VMU's dormitory.
Quan 1S, truc tip km hoc sinh theo dung not quy, quy dinh cita 14 tuc xa nha
truang.
To manage foreign students in accordance with the dormitory's regulations.
- Giri thong tin, trao d6i thong tin vai phong CTSV de phi hop quan 15/.
Send and exchange information with Department of Student Affairs for
coordinated management.
g. Phong Kt hoach Tai chinh:
The Department of Finance and Planning:
- Thuc hien cac the dO tai chinh doi vai luu hoc sinh Hiep dinh, ngoai Hiep
dinh theo dung ch6 dO tai chinh hien hanh de)i
tong d6i tuong.
To comply with existing financial regulations for government scholarship
holders, self-funded foreign students and others.
h. Ban Bao ve
The Department of Security
- Dam bao an ninh, teat to va ph6ng ch6ng chay no khu vuc ky tuc xd cua ltru
hoc sinh.
To make sufficient security and fire prevention at dormitory of foreign students.
- PhtSi hop vai Phong Cong tdc sinh vien, cac Khoa, Vien c6 tau hoc sinh va
cac don vi c6 lien quan giai guy& su co phat sinh d6i vai hru hoc sinh.
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To coordinate with the Department of Student Affairs and concerned
faculties/institutions for settling the arisen problems relating to foreign students.
k. Doan Thanh nien Cling san HO Chi Minh va 110i sinh vien Trtrlrng
Ho Chi Minh Communist Youth Union and Student Association
- Phi hop vai Phong Cong tac Sinh vien, PhOng Quan he Qu6c t6, cac Khoa,
Vien có luu hoc sinh to chirc van dOng luu hoc sinh tham gia cac phong trao giao luu
van hoa, van nghe th6 thao ....
To coordinate with the Department of Student Affairs, Department of
International Relations and other concerned Faculties/Institutes to encourage students
to participate in cultural musical exchange, sports activites....
- Lua chon sinh vien Viet Nam tham gia giup dor luu hoc sinh trong qua trinh
hoc tap va sinh hog tai Tnremg.
To select Vietnamese volunteer students to help foreign students learning and
participating in student activities.
Chtro'ng VI
Chapter VI
KHEN THU'dNG VA xiY IA( VI PHAM
COMMENDATION, REWARD AND DEALING WITH BREACHES
Di&I 20. Khen thterng va xir IST vi phalli dtii volt lieu hoc sinh
Article 20. Commendation, Reward and dealing with breaches of foreign
student
1. Luu hoc sinh hoc tap tai Trutmg có thanh tich trong hoc tap di6m tong ket
town khoa hoc dat tier 2.5 troy len se duov khen thuemg theo quy dinh dm Trutmg, BO
Gido duc va dao tao (phu luc 6).
Foreign student who achieves academic GPA of 2.5 and higher may be
commendated and rewarded in accordance with regulations of the University and the
Ministry of Education and Training (annex 6).
2. Luu hoc sinh vi pham 14 luat theo khung ren luyen dia nha trutmg (phu luc
7), thy theo mix dO vi pham bi xir 1ST theo cac hinh thirc sau day:
Foreign student who breaches discripline (annex 7) shall be, depending on the
seriousness of their breaches, subject to be:
a) Khien trach;
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Reprimanded;
b) Canh cao;
Warned;
c) Dinh chi hoc tap (va tra NT' nuac n6u can thi6t);
Suspended (and sent back to home country if necessary)
d) Buicic thoi hoc va tra va nuo.c;
Discontinuous and sent home;
e) f)' nghi cac co. quan chirc nang VI. 13'7 theo quy dinh dm phap luat V* Nam.
Delivered to relevant authorities to be dealt with in accordance with
Vietnamese laws.
f) Neu luu hoc sinh vi pham cac not quy, quy dinh dm Truong, vi pham cac
quy dinh dm Phap luat Vi4 Nam se phai chiu cac hinh thirc kS, luat theo quy dinh dm
TruZyng va dm Phap luat Vi't Nam.
If students violate the regulations of Vietnam Maritime University and/or the
laws of Vietnam will be subject to corresponding discripline in accordance with the
university's regulations and Vietnamese laws.
3. Hinh thirc kST luat quy dinh tai di&ri a va b khoan 2 Dieu nay do Hi0 tru&ng
Nha twang quye't dinh. Hinh thirc 14 luat quy dinh tai diem c va d khoin 2 DiL nay
do Hi0 truong Nha trueng quy6t dinh de)i vai luu hoc sinh to tiic; tilting nhAt von phia
giri dao tao, cap hoc 136ng guy& dinh d6i vai luu hoc sinh hoc b6ng khac; bao cao
BO Giao due va Dao tao quyet dinh do'i vai luu hoc sinh Hip dinh.

a

Discipline stipulated in points a and b, Item2 of this Article shall be decided by
the Rector of the Vietnam Maritime University. Discipline prescribed in points c and
d, Item 2 of this Article shall be decided by the President of the Vietnam Maritime
University in case of self-funded students; or be decided based on mutual agreement
with sending organization in case of other scholarship holders; or reported to the
Ministry of Education and Training for approval in case of government scholarship
holders.
Dieu 21. Khen thuirng va 14 1u4t dAi veri cac don vi, ca nhan trong cling tfic
qufin 15r liru hoc sinh hoc tap tai Trtarng

Article 21. Commendation, reward and discipline of foreign students of the
managing departments
1. Khen thu'ang
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Commendations and Awards
Dan vi, ca nhan co thanh tich trong cong tac quan
Trueng se dugc khen thuong.

VT

luu hoc sinh hoc tap tai

Departments and individuals obtaining achievements in the management of
foreign students will be commended and rewarded
2. KST lu'at
University discipline
Don vi, ca nhan vi pham ch6 dO bao cao, quan 1)", se bi xir 17 theo quy dinh dm
Trutrng va Phap luat cila Nha 'luck.
Departments and individuals violating the reporting procedures and
management will be dealt with in accordance with the University regulations and the
Vietnamese laws.
Ditu 22. Ditu khan thi hanh
Article 22. Implementation
1. Quy dinh nay co hieu luc k6 tir ngdy V.
This decision shall enter into force from the date of signing.
2. Cac dun vi, ca nhan co lien quan chiu trach nhiem to chirc thuc hien quy dinh
nay.
All concerned departments and individuals are responsible for legally
implementing this decision.

ssoc. Prof. Dr. Pliantufin Dtrcrng
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